2021 ANNUAL IMPACT REPORT

An Annual Summary for NCR Forward Members
DEAR NCR FORWARD MEMBER,

This is our annual accounting of the work we did on your behalf, and with your support, over the past year. And what a year it was.

The inauguration of President Joe Biden as the nation’s second Catholic president prompted an ongoing debate about what columnist Michael Sean Winters refers to as “the estuary where church and state meet.”

With Pope Francis and the American bishops taking quite different approaches to the controversy surrounding President Biden’s support for abortion rights, we’ve done our best to address the implications and nuances of the impact of Catholic social teaching on national policy.

We’ve explored that issue and more in news coverage, commentary and live events aimed at equipping you with the kind of smart, provocative perspectives you need to form your own views.

We recognize that your media diet includes multiple formats. We welcome the chance to serve up NCR in a variety of ways, including Twitter, Facebook, a podcast, a cartoon and our own livestreams. Not to mention every day on NCRonline.org and every other week in print.

This is the time of year when journalists dig through the previous year’s clips to select outstanding work to be entered in contests. The 2021 picks for NCR and Global Sisters Report are too many to list, but here’s a handful providing a taste of the depth and range of our coverage over the course of the year:

- Building a Common Future, our series of 20 essays and videos offering advice to the new president
- Our reckoning, a report by Global Sisters Report’s Dan Stockman looking at the work sisters are doing to examine their role in systemic racism
- An Estate Plan for the Earth, a multi-media exploration by environment correspondent Brian Roewe and GSR international correspondent Chris Herlinger on what congregations of women religious are doing with their land holdings
- The columns of Michael Sean Winters that examine the nexus of religion and politics
- NCR editorials, including our assessment of Biden’s first year and our selection of our Catholic newsmaker of the year for 2021 (it wasn’t Biden).

We’re able to produce this work as a result of the support provided by our members and donors. So thank you! And please consider supporting us again this year, perhaps with a one-time donation or an increase in your monthly membership amount. If you know of someone you think might be interested in becoming a member of NCR Forward, please feel free to forward this report and point them to the sign-up page.

All best for 2022,

Bill Mitchell
CEO AND PUBLISHER
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Steve Miller, Chair
Alsy Acevedo
Jude Barry
David Bonior
Elaine Burke
Mary Burke
Francis J. Butler
Teresa Marie Cariño
Jacqueline Doud
Katherine Enright
Joe Ferullo
Jim Frey
Michael Gilligan
Bill Mitchell
Stephen Privett, SJ
Jim Purcell
Elisabeth Román
Terrence J. Rynne
Sr. Chris Schenk
Dan Schutte
Victoria St. Martin

OPERATIONS STAFF
Chief Financial Officer: Wally Reiter
Chief Advancement Officer: Nancy Browne
Annual Fund Director: Marge Gasnick
Donor Engagement Officer: Laure Krupp
Donor/Member Services Coordinator: Kayla Bergman
Director of Advertising: Kim Rea
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Director of Audience Engagement: Tony Hernandez
Marketing Manager: Meg Nestor
Customer Service/Circulation Director: Jo Ann Schierhoff
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Office & Administrative Coordinator: Megan Judd
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Note: Along with many news sites, NCR experienced a dip in website traffic in 2021. The bigger numbers for 2020 were driven, in our case, not only by COVID-19 but by an unusually news-heavy January 2020 that included the Capitol insurrection and the inauguration of the nation’s second Catholic president.
In 2021, NCR offered six online events exclusively for NCR Forward members. The presentations included topics such as “What Black Lives Matter Can Mean for Catholics” and “Biden and the Bishops: Culture Wars or Communion,” the latter which was held in partnership with Fordham Center Religion of Culture. NCR members were invited to an online Lenten retreat with Fr. Michael Joncas and Advent retreat with Sr. Nancy Sylvester, which was held in partnership with the Global Sisters Report (GSR).

In addition to the events offered exclusively to NCR Forward members, members were invited to special online sessions sponsored by GSR. Members took part in presentations on anti-human trafficking, the ministry of sisters at the borders, and learned about how sisters have become leaders in local land conservation, preserving their land for future generations.

The sessions were recorded and can be accessed here: ncronline.org/forward/memberseries.

“I became an NCR Forward member because NCR gives us a balanced view of the church. It is an important voice, and I want to be sure that it stays out there so that our voice will continue to be heard.”

— Carol Parowski
NCR FORWARD MEMBER SINCE JANUARY 2019
We present our worldwide member listing for 2021 below. Please note we have tried to ensure all names are included and spelled correctly. Some members prefer to be anonymous or identified by nicknames. Please notify us of any errors or omissions.

**ALABAMA**
Edward Bassett
James Blacksher
Joan Bowen
Leslye Colvin
Barbara C French
Susan and John Kokoszka
Martha Mareno
Bro Paul V Mulligan
Sarah Perdue
Sally S Reilly
Joanne R Shackelford
Jenny Shemwell
Mary Somerville
Thomas G Szoka

**MARTA HERRERO**
Katie Hirschboeck
Jeffery Hoks
Malcolm Hooe
Lawrence Hudson
Claire Jackson
Shirley Ann La Bay
Elvita Landau
Rev Kate Lehman
Jeanne Schulte Matthews and Rev
Robert L Matthews
Jim Meagher
David J Miehl
Patricia Mullen
Michael J Nealen
Jerry J Oenburgemann
Milagros Padilla
Larry Edward Penley
Therese Qureshi
Kathleen Rafferty
Ms Lynn Robbins
Cecelia A Roderick
Karín Hilldale Rodes
Janet S
Kathryn Salazar
Dr Thomas Schmidt
Hank Shea
Jeff Simms
Lloyd Singer
Jane Smith
Joseph Stickney
Margaret Swavely
Jennifer Symons
Michael Talbot
Robert Wall and Linda K McDowell
Ruth Zemek
Rosamarie Zimmerman
Mike Zongolowicz

**ALASKA**
Joanne Ackerman
Nancy E Alzheimer
Kathleen Hammaker
Nancy Hanson
Kathleen Harris
Ms Carole Hemphill
Paul H McCarthy
Catherine Price
Julie Rafferty

**ARKANSAS**
M L Gomez
Suzanne Jessup
Peggy L Neal
Alan Patteson Jr
John P Reed
Elizabeth Speck-Kern

**CALIFORNIA**
Michael Adams
Tonya Adams
LM Adams
Ann Akey
Dcn Tony and Sharon Albers
Peter Albert
Dcn Danny Amos
Laura C Anderson PhD
Laurie Anderson
Julianne Anderson
Prof Maria-Pilar Aquino
Jane and Phil Argento
Dr Ronald L Ariagno
John S Arnold
Mr Manuel Arredondo
Suzanne Austin
Carol Avery
Kenneth J Babauta
Mary Sue Babb
Kianna Bader
Ms Teresa Baggot
Mary Lou Bahn
J Baker Assoc Srs St Francis
Melissa Barbour OFS
Barbara Barr
Jude Barry
Janet Bartel
Mrs Ellen W Barth
Beverly and Phillip Bennett
Maureen M Bennett
D Benson
Brian P Bernardis
Richard Bernier
Thomas E Bertelsen Jr
Mrs Patricia Bianchi
Robert Boguski and Regina Lathrop
Teresa Bourke
Meg Bowerman
Mary F Bowler
Daniel & Judith Boyle
Ms Laura Boysen-Aragon
Silvia Antonia Brandon-Perez
Mary Brockschmidt
Mary Brown
Elaine Burce
Ginny Burnight
Jeffrey MBurns
Dr Ashley Burrowes
Terry & Jim Burrows
Mrs Amity Pierce Buxton
Eric C
Joseph Cabrido
Brian and Donna Cahill
Gail Campanella
Mr John Campbell
Margaret Capriles
Judith Carle RSM
Darlene Carlson
David Carlson
Denise L Carmody
Carole
Barbara Casey
Barbara Casserly
Sylvia Cattani
Cecilia Cawley-Redman
John Chamberlain
Peter Chan
Sherri Chiesa
Kathleen M S Christensen
James Collins
Lani K Conti
Mary Foley Cooper
Jan C Costello
Andrea Cousins
John Crepeau
Kevin Cronin
Mr Joseph Crotty
Sharon L Culp
Rev John Curran OMI
Marcie Dahlens
J Davids
Mark Day
Maureen Dear
Diana L Diamond
Pat Diaz
(Merlene) Olivia Doko
Virginia Dolan
Sr Anne Dolan
Douglas Domingo-Forasté
Dolores McKeever Donahue
Beverly Donato
Donna
Robert and Jacqueline Doud
Ruth Droge OP
Tom Dunworth
Fr Tim Dyer
Fr Leo Edgerly
Paula Edmondson
John E Elwart
Patricia England
Katherine Enright
Pat Esseff
Ms Gerry Fagoaga
Patrice Farclas
Emmet Farrell
Joe Ferullo
Denise T Finch
John Fitzgerald
Dominic Gerardo Flamiano
Christopher Fleming
Cynthia Fogarty
Dr Eve Forrest
Janet F Fortuna
Maureen Francis
Fr Derek
Lisa A Fullam
Ted Furlow
Juan Pedro José Gaffney
Charles Gagan SJ
Mike Gale
Herman Gallegos
Frank H Galvan
Mrs Ana Garcia
Jim Ghilardi
David Ghiorso
Gianni
Ann Gilchrist
C Gilson
Ms Gloria Giolito
Amy Glenane
Victor D Gonzalez
Catherine Gordon
Mike Gorman
John H Greenalch
Gigi Gruenke
Ramiro R Gutierrez
Alexandra Haag
Jim
M and E Haggerty
Raya Hanlon OP
Richard Hansen
Jess D Haro
Bob & Joan Harper
Diane Pelosi Harrington
Bede Healey OSB Cam
Sr Jayne Helmlinger
Adolfo Herrera II
Jose de Jesus Herrera Jr
Daune McDermott Hess
Ann Conley Holmquist
Jo Lynn Homertgen
Denys and Nancy Horgan
Rita Elizabeth Horiguchi
Daniel Houze
Dr Wayne Hubert
Ann Hunt
Daniel Illich
Mary Isaksen
L Jacklevich
Neil Jacobs
Paul Jacoby
Dr David James
Fr Anthony Janelli
Jenny
James A Jepson
Rev Timothy K Johnson
Beth Jordan
Jose
Rolando Juarez
Ms Patricia Julian
John David
Gerri Kalencik
EJ Kansa
Fran Kearney SNJM
John Keefe
Kathleen Kelly
Mary K Kimmens
Lyn Kirkconnell
Warren Klam
John J Klopacz
Ginny Leves Kortenkamp
Carolyn Kramer
Mary Patricia Kramer
Prudence Krueger
Theresa Kvale
B Lacher
Lee Laferriere
Jayson Landeza
Alan Lang
Sr Martha Larsen
Robert Lavallees
Walt Lawson
Lazarus at the Gate
Martin J Leach
Bradford Leary
Mary Rose LeBaron
Norman Lemoine
Brother Isaiah Lodico CoS
Brigid Lombardi
Annette Lomont
Maritz Longland
Tina Lowden
Thomas Lutgen
Enid Macken
Francie McInerney MacMillan
Fr J T Madden
Martin Mager
James F Mahon
Bob and Kathy Mallano
Andrea Manea
Rev Richard A Mangini
Marie
Mark
Mary Martha Martin
Kathleen Matthews
David Sherman Matz
David McBrayer
Judy McCord
Socorro McCord
Jim McCrea
Eleanor Finlay
S Jan Ginzkey OSB
Sue Haas
Mary Lynne Hixson
Richard Jiru
Arthur Jones
Linda A Joyce
Kathleen Kelly
Terrance and Alice Kelly
Mary Ann Kundtz
Christopher and Susan Lane
Jane Lauer
Sister Mary Agnes Leonard BVM
Marilyn Lines
Gaston Lopez
Bud and Sandy Madigan
MN McCormick
George Miller
Derek Michael Moser
Bertie O’Brien
Fr Randy Rentner CSC
Robin Roe
Annie Ronquillo
Christine Rossi
Frances Rossi
John Salvati
Ken Schafer
Therese Schoen
Patricia Schudy
Marilyn Schwieterman
Linda P
James and Mary Ann Tarpey
Michael Tomczykowski
Sr Carmela Trujillo
Marty & Bill Uebelher
Marcella K Wolfe
Allison & Brad Young

CONNECTICUT
Charles V Adams
Joseph Baxter
Martha Bitner
Paula Butturini
Peter N Buzaid
Ann Caron
Julie Ann Carroll
Marianne G Cassidy
Mr John Clark
Sr Barbara Connell
Joseph A Coray
Kathy Coyne
Fausto F DelPonte
Michael J Doody
Rod Dorman
Gilbert P D’Souza
Brian Fallon
John Fitzpatrick
Brigid Frost
Dcn Bill Gilles
Lou Guimond
Nancy Habetz
Patricia Hansen
Elyse D Harney
Paul Hines
Diane Johnson
Constance La Sala
Paul Lakeland
Suzanne LaVoie
Michael Leach
John Marshall Lee
Susan S Liguori
Richard P Long
Ray McGivney
Thomas Missett
Joanne Moran
Antonia Moras
Dr Shirley A Pavone
Linda D Pellino
Catherine Posteraro
Brian Reilly
Arthur Rice
Sister Ruth or Ruth
Sandra Y Rueb
Barry Ryan
Chris Seethaler
Suzanne Shay Travers
Rev Joseph Vujs
Michael Sean Winters

DELAWARE
Austin J Acocella
Adele Canup
Mary Louise Chesley-Cora
Kathy Dingle
Mr Michael Finnigan
Geri Garvey
Jim Grant
Dcn Joe Jackson
Mr John McCoy
Sharon Noone
Linda Raineri
Bob Raughley
Martin S Rendon
Mrs Terri Seeman
Diann Sherwin
Patricia Swed
Patricia Weitzel-O’Neill
Theresa York

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Dr Linda Arnold
Moira Bergin
David Bonior
Lady Pat
Francis Butler
Sam Chou
Mary Christie
Robert Colbert
Mr Christine Colby Giraudo
Mary Jean Collins
Fr Paul Colloton OSFS
Denise Curry SNDdeN
Rev Peter James Daly
Noella M Driscoll
Matthew Eichner
Lenora R Fuller-McCall
James Gardiner SA
JoAnn Goedert
Carmen Brissette-Grayson
Nicole Grimm
Werner M Hein
Kate
Kathryn Kelly
Michael Marinelli
Abby Martin
Ralph McCloud
Jason Miller
Judith M Ortiz
James Robinson
Colleen Ross
Aurora A Santiago
Teresita Schaffer
Daniel Smith
Thomas Stehle
Heidi L Thompson
Mark Tuohy
Murray Zinoman

FLORIDA
Sherrie Alderman
Vincent Alterio
Peter J Andre
Ricardo D Archuleta
Diane Assalone
CKay Best
Richard T Blake
Margo Brennock
Marty Brinsko
Francisco Briz
Patricia Broat
Mr Howard Brodt
Kevin and Ann Burke
Hugh Burns
Lori E Burns
The Catechist Cafe
Denise Bussert
Mrs Mary Castronuovo
Barbara D Catineau
Eleanor Christman  
Ann Cogan  
Terence Collins  
Roberta Cote  
Greg Crnkovich  
Dcn Fred  
Dcn Dan  
Laurence Davenport  
Florence Deane  
Gail DeGeorge  
Caryl DeGrandi  
Ed Deluzain  
Sammy Diaz  
John Douglas  
John Early  
Kathleen Evans  
Rev James Finley  
Eddie Fischer  
Dave Fletcher & Leo Ramos  
Kenn & Mariann Florell  
Anita Friedlander  
Fr Jerry  
Mary Alice Gagnon  
Richard B Garber  
Charlene Kenney Gavens  
Ms Colleen George  
William Gianola  
Geri'T Gomez  
Tom Hackim  
Richard Hahner  
Jack Harkins  
Bob Hart  
Mr Gerard Hart  
Connie Hauk  
Harold Henderson  
Jose Hernando  
Tom Holland  
Arthur Kane  
Christine Keller  
Maureen Killison  
William Kent  
Kathy Kotas  
Maryann Kramer  
Beresford Landers  
David Lawrence Jr  
Dr Gary Leopard  
Edward Lewis  
Diane Liemandt-Reimann  
Dylan Lobo  
John Lowrey  
Michael Lyons  
Joanne MacPeek  
Paul Marentette  
Christopher S Martin  
Gene Mastrangelo  
Susan K McDonald  
James H McShane III  
James Meehan  
Judy Miller  
Lois H Mills  
Jim Mooney  
Mary Mundzak  
Silvia Munoz  
Elena Muñoz  
Frances Nelsen  
Richard Newsome  
Michael Nicoletti  
Michael Nolan  
Carol O'Brien  
Daniel W O'Connell  
Jude Owens  
Mary C Palamar  
Pam  
Parvin  
Rev Albert Pike  
Janis Piotrowski  
Mrs Patricia Pugarelli  
Mary Rainey  
Pamela Rask  
Barbara Rietberg DMin  
Sr Judy Rimbey  
Ro  
Leslie Robertson  
Dominic Jesus Rogers  
Linda Rooney  
Bernie Rosenbach  
Richard E Saalfeld  
Paul Schlachter  
Msgr Richard Sniezyk  
John P Solum  
Fr Joe Spina OSF  
Carol Stanton  
Dr Ronald L Stubbs  
Katie Swingle  
Bernadette Tasher  
Fr Sylvester J Taube  
John Tetzeli  
Hilary Tucker  
Michael F Vaughn  
Terrance Wagner  
David and Michaelin Watts  
Ernest Weigel  
Daniel White  
Faye Wilson  
Ms Martina Zacharias  
Catholic Shrine of the Immaculate Conception  
Joseph Cirou  
Gene Clarke  
Travis Collins  
George Constantino  
Catherine Crosby  
Amelia Tate Fleming  
Lauren Galucki Hoade  
James M Gaudin Jr  
Nick Goodly  
Judy Guarino  
Mark Harding  
Lynn G Henning  
Peggy Higgins  
Dr Ellen M Hotchkiss  
Michael J Johnson  
Kathleen Kehner  
Debbie Krohn  
Maria Lichtmann  
Ann Marie Martin  
Jean McGevna  
Barbara Dolan Meinert  
Anne Nester  
Nancy O'Neill  
Fr Jeffery Ott  
Patricia Pauksta  
Ellen Ritchey  
Mr Lawrence Roger  
Vic Romero  
Msgr James Schillinger  
Dcn Al Douglas Turner  
Pat Wilson  
GUAM  
John J Cruz Jr  
HAWAII  
Carla Holt  
Zola and Jack Ingram  
Virginia M Klein  
Kathleen Lee  
Sr Marie Lemert  
Robin Leong  
Julia Phillips  
IDAHO  
Kathryn Barkdull  
Edith Chamberlain  
Jim Coughlin  
Judith Cullinan  
Tom Godard  
Nancy Kobe  
Carol J Kobe  
Nick Miller  
Julie Monroe  
GEORGIA  
MB Betz  
Ernest Biglow  
Patricia G Briselden  
Lalor Cadley  
Geraldine Carolan  
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Monica L Thulin
Thomas Tucker
Mrs Tutt
Sandra Smith Volk
Nancy S Waites
Eleanor Wegman
Mark Winters

**INDIANA**
Dr Philip Amerson
Mercedes Austgen
Reginald F Bain
David Bartkus
Mary Clare Bauman
Ruth Beeler
Sr Shirley
Rev James Brigl
Barbara Burke
Mary Ann Thompson Camosy
Maggie Cobble
Thomas and Nancy Conroy
Deborah Corpus
Judith M Davis
Ruth Dean
Daniel Dempsey
Dena
Mary Alice Devor
Marianne E Doran
Jerome Echele
Lisa Fohl
Ellen W Healey
Mary E Heins
Kerry Kleiber
Agnes Kovacs
Mike Lammert
Mr & Mrs Charles Le Guern
Irene Leahy
Diane Matthys
Jean McManus
Julie and Dan McNamara
Mark Miller
Mary Brennan Miller
Kevin & Kathy Misiewicz
Ed Mitchell D Min
Angela Moss
Peter Muha
Patrick J Murphy
John Ormins
Julie Peller
Mary Persyn
Tom Petersen
Michael Petrelli
AnnMarie R Power
Tish Pyritz
Philip J Sakimoto
Paula Saul
Michael H Starks
Steven O Starks
Jo Sullivan
Gretchen Van Gessel
Mark van Lummel
Robert Weakley
Marilyn Webb
Helen Weber-McReynolds
Kelly White
William J Woerz

**IOWA**
John Amdor
Janet Brakel
Judith Ann Carrara
Dr Gregory Clancy
Thomas W Dolezal
Jim Egger
Gabriela & Louis Egging
Beverly Fletcher
Patricia Hoge
Brendan Holly
Ann Louise Jones
Terry Kelly
Rev Daniel Knepper
Veronica Larkin
Dr Charlotte Joy Martin
Eileen May
Fr Robert McAleer
Mary Ann McCoy
Bill Mulcahey
Dcn Paul Peckosh
Rev David J Polich
Kathy Reardon
Mary Kate Saito
Margaret Sannasardo BVM
Mr Rob Sill
Fr Richard Sitzmann
Fr Thomas J Spiegel
Sr Kathy Thornton
Joan Weber
Sr Roberta White BVM

**KANSAS**
Martha Belker
Mary Anne Brazeal
John Carney
Don Chambers
Bob Clark
Michael A Cruise
Jeanne Patrice Cuddy-Lamoree
Dan Dakotas
Beverly Eberhardt
Elizabeth Fischer
Eenie Fitzpatrick
Thomas C Fox

Joan M Greene
Larry and Leslie Guillot
JoAnn and Michael Hageman
Matt Hallauer
Daniel and Margaret Hebert
Kent A Hemberger
Sara Hicks
Megan Judd
Mary Beth Kidd
Mrs Kathleen Klenke
Romeyn Lauber
Jerry and Nancy Lonergan
Ms Donna Luetters
John & Ann Martin
Leslie Martin
Judith McDermott
Michael McFarland
Dr Kathleen McGinley
John Misiewicz
Sr Michele Morek OSU
Marcia & Steve Nicely
Mary O’Brien
Michael and Miriam O’Hare
Mary Jane Pelletier
Marceta A Reilly
Mr Greg Reintjes
Carol Anne Schmidt
Fred Schueler
Thomas Scott
James Shaughnessy
Mary Spangler
Dick Sumpter
Thomas Thompson
Cheryl Thummel
Marilyn Vranicar

**KENTUCKY**
Gerald Adams
Roxanne Cheney
Emily DeMoor
Kathleen Durkee
Bill Edelen
Beverly Edwards
Mary & Ed Farmer
Mary Kay Fleming
Rev James E Flynn
Fr Jeff
Mindy Gajda
JoAnn Gates
Kenney Gorman CFX
Fr Joseph Graffis
Margie Hardebeck
Carol Harris
Alan Hartman
Kerby and Mary Ellen Neill
Anthony Kissel
Ron Knorpp
Jean Lambert
Mike Lannon
Ned Lemon
Sr Catherine Mahady OP
Rev Joseph T Merkt
Bev Ryan Miller
Sr M Patricia Mood OP
Sandi Otte
Heather Parisi
Peggy Patrick
W Jerry Riney
David Roeding
Margaret Soergel
Tara M Tuttle
Paulette M Venhoff
Kathy Wallace
Jane Wehner
Anita Willoughby
Joe Wilson

LOUISIANA
Rev Louis Arceneaux CM
Mr Kevin T Besse
Linda Bradley
Sr Barbara Breaud
Ninette Edmiston
Charlie Freel
Gery & Vinetta Frie
Susan Hymel
Kathleen Jennings
Allyson Lamy
Donna Laney
Brother Paul Montero SC
LaVerne Parfait
Ms Sharyl Pels
Tricia Reeves
Stephanie Riegel
Rosemary
Milton Walsh Seiler Jr MD
Sandra Shedlarски
Tina Thompson
Mike Van Vranken
DcnJohn Veron

MARYLAND
AnnMarie Abell
Mr Shep Abell
Alsye Acevedo
Antoinette C Allen
Mr Len Amerise
Carol Baish
L Dan Baker
Pat Ball
Marie Barry
William R Beard Jr
Frank Bielicki
Bob
John Borelli
Daniel Bowen
Susanna Gisela Brabaender
M G Bradbury
Eileen Marita Brennan
Rev Timothy Brown
Michael Brown
Mary C Bunting
Patrick Byrne
John and Suzanne
John and Suzanne Clark
Patricia Clausen
Joseph Connor
Robert Cooke
Lawrence Couch
Patricia Cuff
Joe Martin Dasbach
Christina Delaney
Mary Lou Dellapa
Gail Donahue PhD
Rev James Donohue CR
Joseph and Sarah Dulany
Ms Ann Dunleavy
Clyde Ebenreck
S Joette Ebert
Kathy and Leonard Eiswert
Rev Colleen Fay
Barry Fitzpatrick
A friend
Lil Gibbons
Ingrid Gorman
Jeannine Gramick SL
Nancy Greene
Colleen Guler
Anne M Haddad
Mari Anne Hamilton
Leighton Hansel
Bill & Anna Harrison

Maine
Laura Audibert
Thankful J Butler
Gertrud G Champe
Fr Dave Cote
Dcn Tom Deignan
Catherine Duggan
Ms Bridget Edmonds
Patricia A Heinz
Fran Hutton
Mr David L’Estrange

Elaine G McGillicuddy
Frank O’Hara
Steve Spear
Francine Wickes

Jane Heil
Kathleen Hooley
Valerie Hughes
Margaret C Johnson
Sarah Joseph
Maureen & Mace
Catherine Kelly
Mary Kilbride
Chris King
Mr Edward King
Bill Leonard
Jim Lund
Louise Maus
Colleen McCall
Joseph McCartin
Bob McCarty
Cathy A McErlean
Allison McGlone
Bette McKown
Regina McPhillips
Theresa McVeary
Angela Miotto
Andrea Montrose
Bob Moore
Ellen Morrison
Michael Mulhall O Carm
Jean Mulrooney
Louise M Neagle
Ann Neale and Phil Gallagher
Mikeljon Nikolich
Ginny Novak
Patrick Nugent
Kathleen O’Connell
Klaus Opalka
Jeanette F Parmigiani
Gerald Pech
Mary Perschy
MaryLouise Pieranunzi
Betty Pike
Lisa Joan Reardon
Mary Anne Rees
Albert Reichelt
Carol Rice
Albert Risdorfer
Rosetta T Rizzo
Patience L Robbins
Stephanie Robbins
Sally Roberts
Patrice Roe
Ruth M Rothschilds
Mary Rubino
Patricia Rudolph
Anne C Russell
Joan and Ryan Sattler
Diane Scharper
Jan V Sengers
Kim Franke and Jim Rose
Ron and Mary Fredricks
Bill G
Peggy Caren Gaabo
Terry and Amby Gallagher
Mark George
Patricia J Gillis
Ms Frances Goetz
Jean Goetz
James Gorman
Turney Gratza
Marie Hadiaris
Leo E Hanifin
Fr George Hazler
Susan Lee Hechtman
Daniel Hinske
Steve Hinz
Pat Hollahan
Peter D Hollinshead
Judy M Holmes
Mary Ann Howe
James E Hug
Dianne Hula
Edward C Hutchison
Rosemary Insley
Carol Johannes
Susan Kaczkowski
Tom Kelly
Mary Kenney
Karen Klott
Katherine Klykylo
Nancy Koehler
Marie Kopin CPPS
Walter Krystiniak
William LaRue
Heidi Lassaline
Anita Latulippe
Dan Lenossi
Dr & Mrs Liberato
Charlie List
Frances Lombaer
Paul Manion
Marla
Mary
Kathleen McMahon
Edward McCallum
Bill McGraw
Fr Bob Meissner
Mr James Meyer
Fran Mika
Patricia Montemurri
Pat Montgomery
Rev Diane Morgan
Carolyn Morrin
Sr Maureen Mulcrone
Linda and Tom Nelson
Rich Nugent
Nancy Oatley
Bill OBrien
Jim O’Donnell
Phil Okerlund
L Glenn O’Kray
Maureen E O’Reilly
Oz
Barbara Pacella
Judy Palac
Rev Richard Perfetto
Janet Persyk OP
Fran Pierce
Geri Pleva
Robert Podzikowski
David Poulson
Patricia Powers
Edmond L Progar
Noraleen Renauer
Cindy Ritter
Anne K Rogus
Jim Rose
Jim Russo
Judith Ryan
Candace Scheidt
Dr John Schweitzer
Nancy Shaffer
Mary Shantz
Sharon
Mary Ann Sikorski
Robert M Skaggs
Kathleen Staley
Terrence Sullivan
P Szczepanski
Sally Tardani
Ann Taylor
Therese J Terns
Allen J Theis
Joe Thilman
Charles Tommasulo
Kate Villaire
Patricia vomSteeg
Mary Beth Wakulat
Mary Jo White and John Muenzer
Nancy E Wilks
Jerry A Willing
Chad Witcher
Maria Yamasaki

MINNESOTA
Kris Berggren
Eileen Bolstad
Brenda
Bea Britz
Laida Bunzel
G William Burkhardt
Jacquelyn Bush
Dan Campbell MD
Hans Christoffersen
Jan Debe
Bill Dix
Thomas Dzik
Mr John Eise
Frank Fallon
Megan Nicholas
Jackie Fredrick
Jim & Mary Frey
Jim and Kay Fritsch
William J Gabler
Patricia Geiser
Patricia George
Karen Nelson Goon
Camillus Gott
Jacquelyn Graham
Lynette Graham
Eileen Eiden Grahek
Dcn Justin Green
Patty Griffin
Gary W Gullikson
Michael Hansel
Kathleen Heitkamp
Michael Hollerich
Mary Huettl
Father Paul A Jaroszeski
Paul Jarvis
Kevin & Jean Johnson
Joan Johnson
Ron Joki
Fr Mike Joncas
John Joslin
Sheila Kelly
Nancy Kilzer
Lorena Klinnert
Peter M Koenig
Joan Krause
Yvonne Krisnik
Margo Kroshus
Donald M Leisen
Mary Lou Logsdon
Ms Mary Maher
Larry Martin Minnesota
Sr Wanda Metres
Maizy Muller
Richard Kent Murray
Meg Payne Nelson
Sheila Nelson
D William O’Brien
Marsha Odom
Mary Ann B O’Reilly
Mark Oyaas
Ruth A Pallansch
Hal Picquet
Fran Whelan  
Joan Wierzbba

NEW YORK
Christine Kelly Adams  
Mrs Jennie Amendola  
Mamie Balestra  
Deborah Barrett  
Lenore Belzer  
Theresa Bennett  
Biagio  
Regina Anne Blakeslee  
Claude Blanc  
Joan Blessing  
Ken Bohman  
Fr James E Borstelmann  
Margaret Boyle  
Mary C Boys  
Marian Brand  
Dr Eileen Burchell  
Liz C  
Rita Cadge  
Claudia Cahill  
Mary J Cahill  
Ellen Cantarow  
Ms Teresa Carino  
Jody & Doug Carney  
Br Kevin Kawley  
John Cervini  
Lynn Cianflone  
A & P Cimino  
Ingrid Clark  
Paul D Clayton  
Richard Codding  
Kathleen Collins  
George Conk  
Quinn Conners OCarm  
John M and Katharine W Conroy  
Joanne Corey  
Catherine Cornue  
Ellen A Cowhey  
Eileen M Cregg  
Sr Joan Curtin CND  
Nancy De Flon  
Louise DeCesare  
Anthony Defalco  
Ray Defendorf  
Kathleen Deignan  
James V Deiotte  
Bernard Del Bello  
Linda Delene  
Aurea Diaz  
Paul E Dinter  
Mary Ann Dobe  
Karen Doherty  
Lu Doyle AFF Director

Bonnie Doyle  
Minette Duran  
Edward  
William Eidle  
Joan Scheuerell Eisch  
Suzanne E Elsesser  
Ms Gemma Fastiggi  
Mary Flannery  
Mary Flynn  
Ann C Flynn  
Dr Maureen Fonseca  
Patrick Fox  
Catherine Furlani  
Rev Ron Gaesser  
Kathleen Gaffney MD  
Dr Joy Galarneau  
Adele Gallo  
Penny J Gardner  
Claire Gaudian  
Wendy and Rob Gittings  
Eileen Good CND  
Beth Griffin  
Vincent Guarerra  
John Hallinan  
Maryanne Hannan  
Gerry Hapke  
Deborah Harris  
Dcn Ernest Hart  
Honora Hayes  
Thomas J Hayes  
Nicholas M Healy  
Barbara Heaney  
Matthew Heritker  
Brian Hennigan  
Chris Herlinger  
Charlotte  
M Hitchings  
Eileen Hogan  
John Holliday CM  
Rita L Houlihan  
Dominic Ingemie  
L Ingrassia  
Ms Marie Inserra  
Louise Irmer  
Ursula Joyce OP  
JPIC Office Sisters of St Joseph  
Brentwood NY  
Joseph Kaiser  
Kathleen Kanet  
John and Jane Kearns  
Brian Kelahan  
David S Kepler  
Anne Kiefer  
Edward Koenig  
Judi Kowalczyk  
Rev Joseph F Kozlowski  

Jerry Krase  
Sr Evelyn  
Michael Lando  
Thomas Lederer  
Rev Jacob Ledwion  
Dr Shannon Lenet  
Betty Levin  
Thomas K Lloyd Sr  
James LoGrasso  
Maria Lonczak  
Casey and Mary Ellen Lopata  
Eugene Lynch  
James T Lynch  
Robert P Lynch  
Donna Mancuso  
Jamie Manson  
Linda Marano  
Anthony Marinelli  
Charles Markey  
David G Markham  
Jennifer E Marotta  
Judith G Martin  
Francis Maurovich  
Marion McCue de Velez  
Dennis McDonald  
Francis A McGarry  
John McGoldrick  
Richard McGowan  
Bro James McKnight  
Carolyn P McLean  
Patricia McMahon OSF  
Sheila McMahon  
Mrs JoAnn Milza  
Mary Mittiga  
Laura Moore  
Patricia Molloy  
Dorothy Ann Mulholland  
John Mulqueen  
Patricia Mulvey  
Rita M Murphy  
Elizabeth Murphy  
Maureen Fitzgerald Murray  
Frank Nash  
Br Donnell Neary FMS  
Christine V Nusse  
Michael O’Leary  
Mary Ann Obark  
Mary Ellen OBrey  
Darby O’Brien  
Dave O’Brien  
Kay O’Brien  
Bill O’Connor  
Margaret Mary O’Connor  
Aileen Odonoghue  
Sr Catherine O’Leary  
Bernard Olszewski
Catherine O’Neil
Dr RM Painter
David Pais
Edward L Palumbos
Sheila and Steven Peiffer
Carol A Peterson RDC
Evelyn Pinezich
Jack Podsiadlo SJ
Edward Poliandro
Stephen F Polniaszek
Priscilla Poole
John Ras
Jane Reed
Mrs Janet Reese
George Reich
Ed Reilly
Norma Y Rhodes
Joan and Jim Riley
Linda Rivers OP
John G Robertson
Marilyn Rogers
Rev Des Rossi
Clare Rubin
Ann & Judy Ryan
Gall Ryan
Rosemary Santoli
Michael J Schaefer
Beth Schafer
Edward Shaughnessy
Ingrid Siegwarth
Kathleen Skinner
Jeffrey G Smith
Thomas E Smith SJ
Mary Allen Sochet
Lucille Souza
George Spera
Carmel Ann sperti
Barbara Standish
Jean Stellato
Jan Stern
Carol Stevens
Celestine Stewart
Jack Sullivan
Rose & Gary Surman
Maryann T
Theresa
Gloria Towle-Hilt
PL Townley
Bernard Tracey
Ms Mary Travers
George Trejos
John Tuffy
Maura E Tumulty
Laure Valentine
Brian Velsor
Kathleen Vestal
Patrick Waide
Philip Waldrop
Maureen Wallin
T Watson
Tim Weider
David Wikiera
Virginia Wilson
Timothy and David Wohlstadter-Rocha
Marie M Woodward
Ms Barbara Wyse
Ms Dorothy Zamudio
Robert Zappulla
Francis Zarro

Casey M Stanton
Andy Stewart
Harold Taegel
Leslie Tesch
Contemplative Rebellion
Sister Rose Marie Tresp
Ann Trigg
John Vincent White
Ms Marlynda Williams-Bodison

NORTH CAROLINA
Ms Nancy Acopine
Phillip J Bischoff
Lynn Blakey
Lawton Blandford
Christine Bridenbaker
Karen K Brown
Anthony F Bucco
Rosalie Chamberlain
Ann Cricchi
Jim Curtis
Katherine Duck
Theresa Flynn
Nannette Ghanatzian
Barbara Glatthorn
Pat Grebe
James Greene
Jack Hellenbrand
Brenda Hilger
Caroline A Jacobs
Kathy Johnson
Anne Markey Jones
Dennis Kenna
Steve Mainero
Patricia M Marshall
Camilla Martocchia
Frank Massay
M Catherine Mayleben
Prof Ronald Montaperto
Joyce Patten
Phil
Terri Ring
Kristen Rivera
Peggy Roberts
Kitty Rodgers
Mary Rodriguez
Rev Joan Saniuk
Lloyd Schmeidler
Dave Scire
Carl Shy
Barbara Sidebottom
Judith Sielaff

OHIO
Marybeth Auletto
Martie Bender
Emily J Besli
Eileen M Biehl
Dcn and Mrs Leo T Bistak
Jane A Blank
Mary Jo Blankemeyer
Arlene Blum
Rev Bernard Bonnot
Margaret A Boros
Sister Maryann Bremke CPPS
Mary Anne Bressler
Lou Brodnik
Ms Kathleen Campbell
Louisa G Celebrezze
Eva Marie Chiro
Moira Clark
Timothy Clarke
Doug Cluxton
Erin Conway
Mrs Jean Cossey
Mary Anne Costanzo
Joseph Coyle
Ken Cromer
Robert E Daley
Larry Daly
Kathleen Dancey
Ray Daull
Fr Charles Diedrick
Susan Dittes
Jacquelyn Doepker
Rosemarie Dougherty
Ann Brooks Duff
Pat Dwight
Frank Eckart
Paula Ewes
Ann Farah
Dr Eric Fitch
Sr June Fitzgerald
Dave Flaspohler
Tom Flautt

NORTH DAKOTA
John P Joyce
Wilfred Schill
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Madeline Labriola
John H Macomber
Elizabeth Morancy
Mary Sue Mulligan
Paul O’Donnell
Carolyn Roberts
Bob St Jean
Rita Williams
Eleanor Willis
Sandra Yates

SOUTH CAROLINA
Patrick J Amer
Elease Amos-Goodwin
EJ Barry
Bonnie Krauskoff Belfy
Quicy Bryce
Joseph Guyon CO
John and Anne Laliberte
Michael S Mathers
Maureen
Jennifer Metts
Joan OBriant
Barbara Temple
Marilyn Lekan Williams

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lois Doyle
Mary Garrigan
S Terri Hoffman
M Peggy Lovrien
Mary Ann

TENNESSEE
Joanne Beckham
Mitchell Beene
Judy Drabek Bettice
Joan Byrne
Anne B Carey
Anne Cassista
Mr Leo Connolly
Elizabeth Dudas
Gerald Ferguson
Juan Gonzalez
Dr Stephen Guerin
Jim Hartsfield
Peter Iorio
Dan Kennedy
Mr John Massey
Dr F Joseph McLaughlin
Dana Myers
Robert T O’Gorman
Dr John W Prados
Bill Robilio
Marta Tetzeli

TEXAS
Alice
Patricia F Arnold
Keith Thomas Arrington
Barbara
Marian J Barber PhD
Patrick Beck
Kathleen Bell
Benedictine Sisters
Dr Kathryn Blanchard
Gabriella V Bondy
Stephen Boscardin
Nicholas Bowden Cron
Alice Brink
Kimberly S Chiscano
Salvador Colon
Abel Cruz
M Teresa Cruz
Alejandro De Jesus
Patricia H Delgado
J Thomas Devins
Yvonne Dilling
F Kelly Dougherty
Mary Duce
Patty Dudley
Linda Dutke
Christine Ehemann
Michele Elchlepp
Ted Lee Eubanks
Rita Ferguson
Liz Flynn
Julie Frey
Robert Galloway
Matt Garcia
John P Gargan
Barbara Giammona
Vincenzo Giustino
Mr Walter Hanss
Sheila Heimbinder
Karen Hill
Bob Hillegas
Ladelle Hyman
Cathy and Dale Irby
Lorraine Jamison
Scott Jessup
Chris Keil
William and Mary Lou Kelly
Tom King
Agnes M Klar
Diane Kruse
Steve Landon
Steven Lanoux
Anne Malloy Latour
Mrs Judy Lawyer
Kay Lent

Steve & Pat Macy
Ann Madigan
Don Marengo
Aloma Marquis
Dcn Woods and Patsy Martin
Susan Masiak
Julianne McCullagh
Julian Morales
Mike Moran
Patricia Nemec
Dr Bob O’Connor
Linda Ortega
Manuel A Perez
Fr Dominic Pistone
Anthony James Pogorelc
Carol Potter
Kevin Prevou
Piero M and Mary G Puccini
Matt & Kathy Quinlan
Paul Raaz
Julian Ramos
Steve E Ramos III
Leticia Reveles
Bernadine Reyes
Cecile Roeger
Carol Rossetti
Ms Yolanda L Salmon
Patty Sandoval Sralla
Patricia Gonzales Santos
Mr Michael Schwarz
Sr Charles Marie Serafino
Nancy Shinn
Joanne Simick
Fr Dennis P Smith
Margaret Smith
Dora and Edgar Stahl
Patricia C Stegall
Janet Terrones
Exie Tonsall
Catherine Trimble
Sr Pauline Troncal
Fr Joseph Uecker CPPS
Rosa Elena Vega
Rev Daniel Warden
Robert M Wernicke
Paul Wiechman
Coquese Williams
Katie Winikates
Mary Jo Wuenschel
Mr Alejandro Xotlanihua
April Zeilner

UTAH
Joyce Butler
Lolita Hagio
Jean W Hill
Randy L. Jensen
Mary F. Lowe
Dcn Jesse R. Robles
Douglas Patrick Shane
André Sicard

VERMONT
Kate Barry
Terese Black
Cathy Boyd
Gayle K. Brunelle
Blaine Ferris
Joseph Gainza
Mary Ann Holthaus
Ms. Christine Lesinski
Peter Perkins
Ada Tieri Pezzetti
Dan St Germain

VIRGINIA
Mary A. Babka
Tim Beaty
Dennis A. Beeman
Ms. Rose Bennett
Peggy Bischof
Bob
Vanessa Buchko
Susan E. Burke
Bob Byrne
Joan Callahan
Gerald Carney
Judith Carter-Sanford
Abby Causey
Clyde R. Christofferson
Patricia Clement
Terry Colville
Helen Conlan
David Cowdrill
John Dever
Pat Eden
Mrs. Mary Catherine Epatko
Carol Even
Thomas and Marielena Finn
Laurie Flynn
Ms. Mary Pat Fox
Ann and Morton Friedman
Mr. Charles Fritz
Michael Gannon
Mary P. Golda
Ms. Pyda M Gonzalez
Mike Hanna
Harry P. and Alys C. Hart
Dennis Hickey CAPT USNR RET
Claire Hitchins
Edward J. Hughes III
Scott Hurd
Chris Hyland
JB
Patricia Kaiser
Georgia Masters Keightley
Margaret & Jim Tully & Kelley
Al and Joan Kenneke
John Kern
Ron Kienlen
Robert Kroner
Emilie Krut
Gerald J. Laporte
Jim Leary
J. Paul Lennon
Ms Mary Jo Leverette
Walter Lewis
Shane MacCarthy
Mr. Greg Marchio
Charles G. Marlowe
Betsy Mayr
Bob McCabe
J. McCracken
Sissy McEntee
Jane Marie Michaels
Pamela Michalekgo
Alexei Michalenko
Gloria J. Mog
John R. Mooney
Carol Mournihan
Anne Murphy
Diane Murray
Mary Narayan
Jude Nitsche
P. M. Novak
Nancy Novelly
Francis Nurthen III
Barbara Olden
Denis O’Toole
Neil Parent
Jane Pellegrino
Gloria Pierre
Dennis H. Reeder
Lynne M. Richardson
Anne M. Ring
Patricia Rogers
Jamie Ross
Denyse A. Rothe
Carl Russ
Sally
Don Shaw
Annette M. Sirica
John & Patsy Smart
Brenda Sprague
Mrs. Phyllis Stanga
Robert & Charlene Stewart
Stephen J. Sudik
Ann Suziedelis PhD

WASHINGTON
Sheila Anderson
MCV Bibro
Tim and Eileen Bow
Catherine Bratrude
Helen Brennan
Sharon Henderson Callahan
Kevin Carrabine
Tim Clancy SJ
Dr. Barbara Clinton
Kathryn Collins
Charles Collins
Joseph E. Connor
Charles Contardo
Sandra and Richard Counts
Timothy Determan
Jim DiPeso
John Dooley
J. Richard Durnan
Jessie Dye
Gigi Eakins
Ron Eberley
John Eisen
Mary Fairhurst
Tom & Patsy Freeburg
Tom & Patsy Freeburg
Joan M. Glaman
Anita Goin
Dorothy Govern
Marcus Groffman
Elizabeth Guss
Fr. Dick Hayatsu
Ginny Heinitz
Gordon J. Hillsman
Ms. Monica Hoover
Ann M Hostler
Kyra Clefton Humphrey
Uta Hutnak
Thomas M. Jeannot
Dr. Donna M. Johnson-Smith
O. Sven and Marta Kalve
Mary Lyn Kappert
Lee P. Kaspari
Lorraine Amann Kirker
BJ Levad
Paul Litwin
Loper Laura
Fr Fabian T MacDonald
Thomas MacIntyre
Kathryn Martell
Dr Judith Mayotte
James McAteer
Ms Helen McDuffie
Steve McGillis
J Jeffrey Meder
Anne Miles
Andrew Moyer
Joan Myer
Jeanne Odea
Jennifer W Paquette
Mrs Ann Parazin
Robert Penhale
Edward F Reading
Maureen Reimer
Sue Ring
Sr Senaida Rivera OP
Jan Vallone Roberts
Richard Rosche
David M Rothrock
Stephen Rothrock
James Patrick Russell
Sarah Rutherford
Sr Judy Ryan
Very Rev Michael G Ryan
Shane Ryland
Paul D Sampson
Gerald M Sass
Lucy Schneid
Jerry Schnell
John and Jane Simpson
Rose Southall
John R Stark
Michael L and Arlene Sullivan
Elaine Tannese
Oblate P Thrasher
Jack Trainor
Cathy Vanderzicht
Dottie Villevik
Mary Wharton
Ms Jeanie Widden
Christine Wieland
Cathy Woods
Wilfred Wyffels

**WISCONSIN**
Carrie Ann Arnold
William J Backes
Patricia A Bero
Joan Best
Chuck Boyle Sr
Deanie Buckley
Ms Rebecca Cecchini
Neil B Childress Jr
Elizabeth Cleveland
Dr Kathy Coffeyguenther
Steven Coleman
Mary Conarchy
Hugh Brady Conrad
Rev David E Cooper
Robert Crawford
Deirdre Dempsey
Moira A Desch
Adele DiNatale-Svetnicka
Ann Marie Dunlap
Sr Luanne Durst
Joseph Eagan
Christine Eckel
James Emley
Bill and Betsy Erickson
Mary Jo Federspiel
Margaret J Fennig
Marian Fredal
Fr Gene
The Rev Beth Ann Gaede
Deborah Golias
Mike Gorring
Deanna Grahn
Judy Gregory
Kathleen Gribble
Joyce F Guinn
Alice Hatzenbeller
Eloise Heimann
Betty Hurst
Sr Angela Ireland SSSF
Larry Janowski
Daniel & Janet Kortenkamp
Dusty Krikau
Celine M Larson
Marilyn Lauer
Dr Clare Lawlor
Cynthia M Leiran-Monroe
Carol Letellier
Lou
Candice Luebke
M Therese Lysaught
Dr Michael Mader
Jeanine R Madrid
Rev Michael Hutchins
Sr Christine Riley
Sue Manthei
Judith Maret
Wayne J Marik
Ed Martinez
Josef H Maurer
Michael Anthony Moeder
Robert A Nellis
Paul O’Rourke
Rev Ed Peklo
Phyllis Pleuss
Fr Nick Punch
Rev Philip D Reifenberg
Elinor Riley
MaryRuth Salazar-Tier
David Sauer
Dale Schaber
Dcn Bob Schienebeck
Lois Schmitz
Augustine Serafini
Brian H Smith
Mary Jean Smith
Ron Story
Kathyne Sutliff
Joy Szopinski & Kathy Waters
Tom
Liz Tyree
Robert Weber
Kathryn Wellenstein
Gerald Whipps
Patricia Wilde

**WYOMING**
Mike Carr
Fr Gerard Carrillo
Blake E Coble
Thomas E Davis
Monica Marie Kaiser
Julie Lefevre
Tom Ogg

**OUTSIDE THE U.S.**
Margie Abbott
Dr Richard Adams
Chris Adey
Norman Newton Ainsworth
Keith Belton
Berneice
Betty
Phil Billington
Kevin Bourke
Mr David Brennan
Rob Brian
Peter Burgess
Bill Burston

**WEST VIRGINIA**
Virginia Aultman-Moore
Frances L Boyd
Eileen Dooley & Denis Woods
Nancy H Ferrari
Lois Fundis
Ed Hawkins
Jim Humphreys
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| Denis Roberts | Odran |
| John L Rogers | Dr Paddy Ferry |
| William J Romo | Brian Leech |
| Gertrude Rompre | LKWD |
| Louis Rousseau | Francis McDonagh |
| Sally Simmons | Melmount |
| Sisters of the Presentation | John Mullen |
| Christine Way Skinner | Michael Murray |
| Lynn (Carolyn) Smart | Pamela Perry |
| Janet Somerville | Mick Pye |
| Femia Streefkerk | Graham Ryan |
| Karin S Tate | Nick Shields |
| Thomas | David Skidmore |
| Richard Troy | Richard Sloan |
| Rose-Marie Valade | Mr Michael Walsh |
| Denise Valcour | Michael Wilkinson |

| HONG KONG |
| Ir Dr Samuel Lip |

| IRELAND |
| Harriet Andrews |
| Rev Peter Conaty |
| Patrick Cully |
| Sr Sheila Curran |
| Emmet Devlin |
| Fr Michael Doran |
| Andrew Fagan |
| Patrick Hannon |
| Clare Hunt |
| Martin Kennedy |
| Peter P Kenny |
| Don McQuillan |
| Paddy Minehane |
| Seán Mistéil |
| John Moran |
| Don Mullan |
| Brian Nolan |
| Timothy O’Donoghue |
| Dr John O’Loughlin Kennedy |
| Patricia Ryan |

| ITALY |
| A J Boyd |
| Sr Michaeline O’Dwyer RSHM |
| Michael Watkins |

| JAPAN |
| Francis Riha MM |

| MALTA |
| Alfred Paul Farrugia |

| MEXICO |
| John Whelan |

| NETHERLANDS |
| Sybille Joniaux |
| Jan van Breemen |

| NEW ZEALAND |
| Robyn Beckingsale |
| A A W Clayton |
| Bernard Dennehy |
| Owen Dolan |
| Fr James |
| Brian H |
| Sr Catherine Hannan |
| Miguel Mahoney |
| Michael |
| Peter Francis Murphy |
| Denis O’Hagan |
| Matthew O’Meagher |
| Rob Powell |

| NORTHERN IRELAND |
| Martin O’Brien |

| NORWAY |
| AHU |

| PHILIPPINES |
| E Mangubat |
| Jesusa Ruby Teruel |

| POLAND |
| Dr Artur Filipowicz |

| PORTUGAL |
| Mariana Mendes Pereira |

| SCOTLAND |
| Ms Maureen Smith |

| SINGAPORE |
| Br Lawrence Humphrey FSC |
| Douglas Irvine |
| Thabo |

| SOUTH KOREA |
| Francis Ferrie |

| TANZANIA |
| Laurent Kapongwa |

| UGANDA |
| Mr Frederick Bigemule |

| ZAMBIA |
| Michael Podbury |
THANK YOU
so much for your
continued support!